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Abstract
This paper describes the system developed by the LIG laboratory for the 2011 IWSLT evaluation. We participated to the English-French MT and SLT tasks. The development of a reference translation system (MT task), as well as an ASR output translation system (SLT task) are presented. We focus on this year on the SLT task and on the use of multiple 1-best ASR outputs to improve overall translation quality. The main experiment presented here compares the performance of a SLT system where multiple ASR 1-best are combined before translation (source combination), with a SLT system where multiple ASR 1-best are translated, the system combination being conducted afterwards on the target side (target combination). The experimental results show that the second approach (target combination) overpasses the first one, when the performance is measured with BLEU.

Introduction
We focus on the SLT task and on the use of multiple 1-best ASR outputs to improve translation. Two different approaches are proposed:
- source combination: multiple ASR 1-best are combined before translation
- target combination: multiple ASR 1-best are translated, before applying system combination on the target side

LIG systems in 2010
- TED Talks collection plus other parallel corpora distributed by the ACL 2010 WMT
  - Training of the translation models:
    - Europarl and News parallel corpora
    - 1,767,780 sentences
  - ASR training corpus (total 47,652 sentences)
  - Language model training:
    - News-mono+TED-mono
    - 2010 News monolingual corpus in French (15,234,997 sentences)
- TED dev set (934 sentences): for tuning and evaluation purpose (Dev2010)
- Do not reorder over punctuation during decoding
- Phrase-table pruning

SLT task:
- ASR output tokenized and re-punctuated before translation
- True-re-punctuation system for French: LM trained on tokenized and uncased French data (Europarl+News+UN+Newsmos: 24M sentences)
- Punctuation restored using hidden-ngram
- SMT-based recaser presented earlier

MT and SLT LIG systems in 2011
- Phrase-based translation model
- Tokenised and lowercased corpora
- Kept punctuation for the LM and TM models
- Transliteration model: Giza++ and Moses
- Decoding: 8 scores on feature functions
- Language model: 3-gram based, SRILM
- Weights tuning: MERT method on TED Dev2010, without punctuation

Source versus Target Combination
- combination weights tuned on tst2010 data (bigger than dev2010)
- dev2010 considered as a validation test in this table

Source combination
- classical ROVER weighted by the ASR WER:
  alpha*Sum(WordOcc) + (1-alpha)*Sum(Confidence(W))
Where alpha=0.9 and confidence scores are empirically defined

Target combination
- 500 best translated outputs generated from each ASR source system
- Moses option distinct
- N-best associated with a set of 13 features (10 TM, 1 distance-based, 1 LM, 1 word penalty)
  - Combined in several steps
  - Score combination weights optimized on a dev corpus (BLEU at the sentence level)
  - N-best rerouted using SRILM nbest-optimize
- Once the optimized feature weights are computed independently for each ASR source:
  - N-best lists are turned into confusion networks (CN)
  - Features used to compute posteriors relatively to all the hypotheses in the N-best list
  - CN computed for each sentence and for each system
  - CN merged into a single one
  - ROVER is applied on the combined CN and generates a tokenized 1-best
- When 3 systems are available, the target combination is better than the source combination
- As more ASR systems (2, 3, 4) are added, the overall performance improves
  - source+target combination show a slight BLEU degradation

Official results and Conclusion
- English-French MT updated on the new data without radical changes
- Several approaches to take advantage of multiple ASR system outputs
- Results show that combining translation hypotheses on the target language side lead to better results than combining ASR 1-best on the source side, before translation (0.4 BLEU improvement observed)